EXAM DAY

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

THE DAY OF YOUR EXAM
WHAT TO BRING WITH YOU
The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities (MTCU) requires
you to show proof of your identity when you arrive at the exam centre on the day of your
exam. Bring photo identification with you, such as your driver’s licence or passport.
If the Ontario College of Trades (the College) gave you a receipt when you paid your
exam fee, bring that receipt with you as well.

WHAT WILL BE PROVIDED FOR YOU

EXAM FAQ

MTCU will supply everything that you will need. You will
be given:
The exam book, which you MUST NOT WRITE IN
The answer sheet
Scratch paper
A pencil and an eraser
A code book and/or a non-scientific calculator (if you
need one for your exam). You will not be allowed to
bring your own code book or calculator into the
exam centre.
English and French dictionaries will be available, and
a number of dictionaries in other languages as well. If
you needed a dictionary in a language other than English
or French, and you had already checked with your
exam centre to confirm they did not have one, you may
be allowed to bring your own. If you do bring your own,
it will be checked for notes, marks or any other writing
before you will be allowed to use it.
If you’ve received permission to bring additional
material to the exam such as a dictionary, don’t forget
to bring this with you. Otherwise, no additional material
will be allowed in the exam room.

How much time do I have to write the exam?
You will have up to four hours to write your exam.
If you require more time, you must ask for additional
time when you schedule the exam, not on the day of
your exam. You may leave the exam centre if you
complete the exam in less than four hours.
What mark do I need to pass the exam?
You need a mark of 70% to pass.
How many questions and what kind of questions are on
the exam?
Exam questions are multiple choice with four options
to choose from. Your exam will have between 90
and 150 multiple choice questions.
Am I allowed to leave the room for a break during the
exam?
No. Once the exam has started, you cannot leave
the room until you have finished, except in an
emergency or to use the bathroom.

EXAM CONDUCT AND BEHAVIOUR
Any inappropriate behaviour during the exam, including any form of cheating will not be tolerated and may affect your
eligibility to become a member of the College, or to continue to be a member of the College if you are already one in
another trade. It may also affect your ability to work if you are working in a compulsory trade. If found guilty of cheating
you could be subject to a maximum fine of $10,000.
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EXAM DAY

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

WHAT IS BEING TESTED
Your understanding of trade terminology and
concepts.
Your knowledge of the reason for performing certain
tasks (i.e. “because this condition exists” or “to get
this sort of result”).
Your knowledge of the performance of the task
(i.e. how tasks are done, according to skills and
techniques or certain job sequences).

EXAM WRITING STRATEGIES
Apply three principles: use time wisely, read directions
and questions carefully, and use good reasoning.
Consider all alternatives: read through all answers /
options, then choose the best one.
Relate each possible answer to the question. Consider
how well each option answers the question: Is it a
logical, correct response?
Use the process of elimination to rule out wrong answers.
Anticipate the answer before you look at the options:
read the question carefully, then answer it on your own
before looking for the answer that matches your own.
Use information from other questions to help you:
- look for similar questions on the same topic.
- look for responses that overlap: is there any extra
information you could use, like a definition?
Look for words such as always, never, etc. They are
absolute words, indicating there are no exceptions to
the statement. Be careful not to accept answers using
such extremes unless you are certain that there are no
exceptions.
If you are not sure of the correct response: eliminate
the "definitely not" option(s); balance the remaining
options against each other (how are they the same or
different); then choose the best answer remaining.

Your knowledge of standards and permissions
(i.e. which code or blueprint information is used).
Your knowledge of the timing and order of tasks
(i.e. “every three months” or “after this other task” or
“before that task”).
Your understanding of consequences (i.e. “when a certain
event happens or a certain task is done, what effect
does it have?”).

*

Use the time you are given
Use your time to your advantage. Even if you
finish early, you still have time to review your answers
or return to questions you may have been unsure about.
Remember, there are no points given for leaving early.

Answer all the exam questions
You should answer all the questions even if you are not
sure of the answer. Remember, by answering the
question, you have a 1 in 4 chance of selecting
the correct answer.

COMPLAINTS

*

If you have a complaint about the content of the exam,
ask for an exam complaint form as soon as you
finish your exam and before leaving the exam room.
On the form, note the question and number(s) you have
concerns about and explain your complaint in detail.
MTCU will forward your complaint form to the College
for review.
The College will contact you to acknowledge receipt of
your complaint and notify you of any changes to your
mark based on your complaint.
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